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Gratitude arises when one is the target of an altruistic decision, particularly when this decision incurs cost to the
agent. Here we examined how individuals evaluate others’ altruistic decisions under risky (uncertainty with
known probabilities) and ambiguous (uncertainty with unknown probabilities) costs and respond with gratitude
and reciprocity. Participants played an interactive game in an fMRI scanner in which they would receive painful
electric shocks. An anonymous co-player either intentionally (Human conditions) or unintentionally (Computer
conditions) decided whether to help the participant reduce half of the pain by undertaking an amount of pain (i.e.,
cost) with varying level of uncertainty (Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous). Participants could then transfer monetary points to the co-player knowing that the co-player was unaware of this transfer. Behaviorally, monetary
allocation and gratitude rating increased as the uncertainty level of cost increased in Human conditions; these
effects were reduced in Computer conditions. The effect of cost uncertainty on gratitude was mediated by the
perceived kind intention behind the help. FMRI revealed both shared and differential neurocognitive substrates
for evaluating the benefactor’s altruistic decisions under risk and ambiguity: both were associated with fear- and
anxiety-related processes, involving right lateral orbitofrontal cortex and anterior insula; ambiguity additionally
recruited mentalizing- and conﬂict monitoring-related processes, involving dorsal medial prefrontal cortex and
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. These ﬁndings underscore the crucial role of social uncertainty perception in the
generation of gratitude.

1. Introduction
Imagine that one day you are badly in need of money. One friend of
yours knows that you need $100 and decides to help you, while another
friend decides to tide you over even before he knows the exact amount
you need. Who would you be more grateful to? If we can beneﬁt from the
favors provided by both friends, why information about the factors
inﬂuencing others’ decision processes (e.g., knowledge about the certainty of cost) should affect our feelings of gratitude and possibly reciprocal behaviors?
A large number of studies demonstrate that interpersonal gratitude,

as a moral indicator of benevolence and altruism (McCullough et al.,
2001), could promote reciprocity and long-term relationships (Algoe
et al., 2008; Bartlett and DeSteno, 2006; DeSteno et al., 2010; Tsang,
2006; Yu et al., 2017, 2018). Early research has demonstrated three
major cognitive antecedents of gratitude, with the level of gratitude
positively correlated with the perceived 1) benefactor’s kind intention
(i.e., the perceived care and benevolence from the help); 2) benefactor’s
cost, and 3) the value of beneﬁt, respectively (Tesser, 1968; McCullough
et al., 2001). A recent theory suggests that the function of gratitude is not
simply to recognize how much a help costs the benefactor and how much
one beneﬁts from the help, but more importantly to evaluate the
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learn from the differences between current predictions and actual outcomes (i.e., prediction errors or expectation violations) to form more
accurate predictions of others’ attitudes and actions (FeldmanHall and
Chang, 2018; FeldmanHall and Shenhav, 2019). Neuroimaging studies
on social learning about others’ probabilities to reciprocate (Delgado
et al., 2005; De Luca, Emanuele, 2015; King-Casas et al., 2005; Phan
et al., 2010; Smith-Collins et al., 2013; Vanyukov et al., 2019), norm
compliance behaviors (Xiang et al., 2013), attitudes towards oneself
(Jones et al., 2011; Will et al., 2017) and other traits (Hackel et al., 2015;
Harris and Fiske, 2010; Zhu et al., 2012) revealed neural activities similar
to those in non-social reward learning (for reviews see Chib et al., 2009;
Kable and Glimcher, 2009; Ruff and Fehr, 2014). The processing of social
expectation violation is mainly associated with the activity in striatum
(especially ventral striatum), and the conﬂict monitoring process associated with expectation violation is mainly linked to the activity in dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (dACC, Heilbronner and Hayden, 2016;
Shackman et al., 2011). Moreover, the experienced social reward associated with other’s behaviors is linked to the activity in orbitofrontal
cortex (including vmPFC), ventral striatum and amygdala (for reviews
see Ruff and Fehr, 2014; Seo and Lee, 2012).
In non-social decision-making, economic studies have focused on two
kinds of uncertainty: (1) risk, an uncertainty with known probabilities,
and (2) ambiguity, an uncertainty with unknown probabilities, of which
the latter is often considered as more uncertain and aversive (Camerer
and Weber, 1992; Ellsberg, 1961; Hsu et al., 2005). Neurally, processing
risk and ambiguity in one’s own decision-making involves both shared
and differential neural bases. On the one hand, lateral orbitofrontal
cortex (lOFC) and aINS were found to be associated with aversive responses to both risk and ambiguity, i.e., general uncertainty processing
(Hsu et al., 2005; Levy, 2017; Platt and Huettel, 2008). On the other
hand, compared to decision under risk, decision under ambiguity was
associated with greater activation in the dorsal part of prefrontal regions
(Krain et al., 2006), including dmPFC and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC; Blankenstein et al., 2018; Hsu et al., 2005; Huettel et al., 2006).
Compared to decision under ambiguity, decision under risk was more
associated with the striatal system (Hsu et al., 2005) and parietal cortex
(Huettel et al., 2005, 2006). However, questions remain as to whether
these commonalities and differences in one’s own decision-making could
be generalized to explain how others’ altruistic decisions under risk and
ambiguity inﬂuence one’s feeling of gratitude.
Here we developed an interpersonal interactive game based on previous studies on gratitude (Yu et al., 2017, 2018) to 1) investigate
whether perceived kind intention mediates the relationship between
uncertainty in benefactor’s cost and beneﬁciary’s gratitude, and 2)
examine the neural commonalities and differences underlying gratitude
responses to others’ altruistic decisions under risk and ambiguity. We
manipulated the uncertainty level associated with the cost of help
(Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous amount of pain) faced by the benefactor
(the co-player), even though the beneﬁciary (the participant) knew that
the ﬁnal cost of the benefactor was the same across all conditions. Before
scanning, participants made predictions of the co-players’ helping rate in
each condition. During scanning, participants made monetary allocation
between themselves and the co-player after receiving help in each round,
which was used as an index of gratitude-induced reciprocity. After
scanning, participants rated their feelings of gratitude and perceived kind
intention for each condition. Behaviorally, echoing the ﬁnd-remind-bind
theory (Algoe, 2012), we predict that as participants would predict that
the co-players were less likely to help under uncertain cost, when the
co-players did decide to help in uncertain situations, participants’
perceived kind intention of the co-players would increase, leading to
increase in their gratitude and reciprocity. Neurally, we predict that
gratitude ratings would be related to the activity in vmPFC (Fox et al.,
2015; Kini et al., 2016; Karns et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017, 2018; Zahn
et al., 2009). Inspired by the evidence on one’s own decision-making
under uncertainty reviewed above, we hypothesize that there would be
both shared and differential neural bases for evaluating other’s altruistic

benefactor’s kind intention from these contextual factors, which enables
individuals to recognize high-quality benefactors and build cooperative
relationships (i.e., the ﬁnd-remind-bind theory) (Algoe, 2012). Therefore, the perceived kind intention behind help may be a crucial factor
that links other appraisals, such as benefactor’s cost and self-beneﬁt, to
the feeling of gratitude (Algoe, 2012; Algoe et al., 2008; Algoe and
Stanton, 2012; Wood et al., 2008).
Consistently, at the neural level, previous studies have associated
gratitude with the activation of ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)
(Fox et al., 2015; Kini et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017, 2018; Zahn et al.,
2009), a region implicated in value computation (Bartra et al., 2013;
Rangel et al., 2008) and praiseworthy social intention representation
(Izuma et al., 2008; Ruff and Fehr, 2014). Neural signals representing
cognitive antecedents of gratitude (e.g., temporoparietal junction for the
evaluation of benefactor-cost and ventral striatum for the evaluation of
self-beneﬁt), passed to vmPFC via effective connectivities, suggesting a
potentially pivotal role of kind intention perception in generating gratitude (Yu et al., 2018).
In fact, a decision maker’s attitude towards uncertainty is crucial for
others to infer the hidden preference/intention behind his/her decision
(Barasch et al., 2014; Capraro and Kuilder, 2016; Jordan et al., 2016; Van
de Calseyde et al., 2014). Speciﬁcally, individuals dislike uncertainty;
dealing with uncertainty can be unpleasant and accompanied with fear
and anxiety (Grupe and Nitschke, 2013; Tanovic et al., 2018). As such,
individuals are less likely to make altruistic decisions under uncertainty
(Hu et al., 2017; Vives and FeldmanHall, 2018). Compared with individuals who attempt to eliminate uncertainty when making altruistic
decisions, such as seeking more information or calculating costs and
beneﬁts, individuals who make altruistic decisions under uncertainty are
considered to be more altruistic and trustworthy (Ames et al., 2004;
Capraro and Kuilder, 2016; FeldmanHall and Shenhav, 2019; Jordan
et al., 2016; Kappes et al., 2018; Perez-Escudero et al., 2016). Given the
importance of perceived kind intention in the generation of gratitude and
the role of uncertainty in intention inference, we could hypothesize that
the perceived kind intention may mediate the inﬂuence of uncertainty in
benefactor’s cost on the beneﬁciary’s gratitude. Yet despite the observations of the role of uncertainty in favor-receiving contexts, little is
known about the neurocognitive bases underpinning how individuals
perceive other’s altruistic decisions under uncertainty and respond with
gratitude and reciprocity.
Neuroimaging studies regarding how individuals make their own
decisions under uncertainty may contribute to the understanding of this
issue. In social decision-making, a neuroimaging study (Hu et al., 2017)
on altruistic behaviors demonstrated that, as the risk of being punished
increased, participants’ frequency to help others decreased. This
increased uncertainty was associated with the increased activity in dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), a region implicated in the mentalizing process during social interactions (Corradi-Dell’Acqua et al., 2015;
Koster-Hale and Saxe, 2013; Molenberghs et al., 2016; Nagel et al., 2018;
Sanfey et al., 2015) and commonly observed in the uncertainty-related
processing during non-social economic decision-making (Blankenstein
et al., 2018; Hsu et al., 2005). Moreover, the decision on whether to trust
or invest in another person is a type of decision-making under uncertainty, as this trust or investment might be reciprocated or betrayed
(Vives and FeldmanHall, 2018). A series of works have investigated the
neural responses underlying this uncertain social investment using economic games, such as trust game (Belﬁ et al., 2015; Tzieropoulos, 2013;
for a meta-analysis, see Bellucci et al., 2017), prisoner’s dilemma (Chen
et al., 2016; Rilling et al., 2008), and ultimatum game (Sanfey et al.,
2007; for a meta-analysis, see Feng et al., 2015). Results of these studies
consistently linked the uncertainty-related processing with anterior
insula (aINS), a region related to the processing of negative emotions or
stimuli, indicating the aversive feelings evoked by uncertainty and unexpected outcomes (Chang et al., 2013; Rilling and Sanfey, 2011; Singer
et al., 2009). Furthermore, social learning is an important way to reduce
uncertainty during consecutive social interactions, in which individuals
2
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only experience the whole train of pulses as a single stimulation rather
than as separate shocks. The 3 levels of pain stimulation used in the
interactive task were calibrated to subjective pain ratings of “1,” “5,” and
“9” (i.e., Level 1, 5, and 9 in the following procedures). All participants
reported that the three levels of pain could be clearly distinguished from
each other. Participants were told that these levels of pain would be used
in the experiment, and the three levels of pain stimulation that each
co-player would receive would be the ones that this co-player rated as “1,
” “5,” and “9” in pain intensity.
Social interactive task. After the calibration, each participant was
instructed on the general rules of the following interactive task, which
was designed based on previous studies on gratitude (Yu et al., 2017,
2018). Speciﬁcally, the participant was told that he or she was randomly
assigned as the role to receive a pain stimulation of Level 9 in each round
and was randomly paired to interact with one of the three co-players
anonymously in the current round. This paired co-player could undertake an amount of pain stimulation in order to help the participant reduce
the pain stimulation. No matter what cost the co-player would take, once
being helped, the participant’s pain stimulation would be reduced to
Level 5; otherwise it would remain at Level 9. Each participant was
informed that one of the three potential costs of help would be shown to
the co-player, which was randomly chosen by the computer program: 1)
the co-player would receive a pain stimulation of Level 5 for sure (Certain
condition), 2) the co-player would receive a pain stimulation of either
Level 1 or Level 9, each with 50% probability (Risky condition), and 3)
the co-player would receive a pain stimulation of either Level 1 or Level
9, each with an unknown probability (Ambiguous condition). These
three outcomes associated with the cost of help represented three levels
of uncertainty and were set in accordance with the classic deﬁnition in
neuroeconomic studies (Hsu et al., 2005). Moreover, each participant
was informed that, in half of the rounds, the co-player could decide by
him/herself whether to help the participant after being shown the cost of
help (i.e., Human conditions). In the other half of rounds, the computer
randomly decided whether the co-player would help the participant or
not (i.e., Computer conditions). Importantly, however, unknown to the
co-player but known to the participant, the actual pain stimulation that
the co-player would receive in randomly chosen trials after the game was
always at Level 5, regardless of the cost of help shown to the co-player.
This manipulation was to ensure that the ﬁnal costs of all co-players
remained the same. Furthermore, since the participant was paired with
only one co-player at one round, which might lead to the concern of
unequal workload as the other two unpaired co-players would not be in a
task state in the current round. Thus we told the participant that the
unpaired co-players in each round would carry out tasks that were
irrelevant to the interactive game during the un-pairing time.
In each round (Fig. 1), for each participant, after being paired with an
anonymous co-player, he/she would see the cost of help (i.e., Certain,
Risky, or Ambiguous pain stimulation) shown to the co-player along with
the agent (i.e., the co-player or the computer) making the decision of
whether to help (Decision period). After that, the decision on whether to
help the participant, made by either the co-player or the computer, was
revealed (Outcome period). At the end of each trial, the participant was
asked to divide 20 points (1 point ¼ 1 Yuan, 20 Yuan ~ 3 USD) between
him/herself and the co-player paired in this trial (Allocation period). The
money allocated to the co-player was treated as an index of gratitudeinduced reciprocity. The participant was informed that his/her paired
co-player was unaware of such allocation, eliminating the possibility that
the co-player’s decision to help was due to monetary concerns. The
participant was informed that, after the experiment, ﬁve rounds paired
with each co-player (15 rounds in total) would be randomly selected
from all the rounds and realized to determine participant’s and each coplayer’s ﬁnal amounts of pain stimulation and monetary bonus. The
participant’s ﬁnal pain stimulation depended on whether he/she was
being helped in the selected trials. For each selected trial, once being
helped, the participant’s pain stimulation would be reduced to Level 5,
regardless of the agent who made decisions or the Uncertainty level of

decisions under uncertainty. On the one hand, the simulation theory
(Gallese and Goldman, 1998; Ondobaka et al., 2017) posits that individuals may infer others’ decision-making process based on their own
interoceptive experiences. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
brain structures involved in representing general uncertainty (i.e., lOFC
and aINS) and those involved in ambiguity-sensitive (e.g., dmPFC) and
risk-sensitive (e.g., striatal system) processing for one’s own decisions
might play a role when participants evaluating others’ decisions under
risk and ambiguity. On the other hand, evaluating others’ altruistic
decisons might recruit conﬂict-monitoring (e.g., dACC) and mentalizing
(e.g., dmPFC) processes, which enable individuals to monitor the
discrepancy between actual outcome and prediction (e.g., actual help
under uncertainty vs. predicted low possibility of helping) and to infer
the benefactor’s intention to generate gratitude.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
A total of 42 graduate and undergraduate students were recruited for
the fMRI experiment (Experiment 1). Four participants were excluded
due to excessive head motion (>3 mm) in the fMRI scanner, leaving 38
participants (18 female, mean age 22 years, range 19–25) for further
analyses. All participants were right-handed with normal or corrected-tonormal vision and with no self-reported history of neurological and
psychological problems. In addition, 33 and 34 graduate and undergraduate students were recruited for two additional behavioral experiments, respectively (Experiments 2 and 3, see Supplementary Materials for
details). Four and ﬁve participants were excluded in Experiments 2 and 3
respectively due to their failure to pass the manipulation check, leaving
29 participants (14 female, mean age 21 years, range 19–23) in Experiment 2 and 29 participants (16 female, mean age 20 years, range 18–25)
in Experiment 3 for further analyses. The experiments were carried out in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the
Ethics Committee of the School of Psychological and Cognitive Sciences,
Peking University. Informed written consent was obtained from each
participant before the experiment.
2.2. Procedures
Overview. Experiment 1 consisted of three phases. In the ﬁrst phase
(pain titration), we measured each participant’s pain threshold and
determined the physical intensity (in mA) of the shocks in correspondence with the three levels of subjective pain experience. Moreover,
participants made predictions of the co-players’ helping rate in different
conditions. In the second phase, the participants performed a social
interactive task in the scanner, which was our main task. In the third
phase, participants recalled each of the situations in the interactive task
and rated their appraisals on the co-player’s kind intention and feelings
of gratitude. Several instructions and two additional behavioral experiments were included to exclude the potential confounding factors.
Pain titration. Upon arrival, each participant met three co-players
(i.e., confederates). The participant was told that the three co-players
and he/she would be randomly assigned to different roles according to
their enrollment orders, and they would later play an interactive game
together through intranet in separate rooms. Then the three co-players
were led to another testing room. All the participants were told that
pain stimulation would be carried out in the interactive task on all
players, thus a calibration of pain level was performed prior to the task.
An intra-epidermal needle electrode was attached to the back of the left
hand of each participant for cutaneous electrical stimulation (Inui et al.,
2002). The ﬁrst pain stimulation was set as 8 repeated pulses, each of
which was 0.2 mA and lasted 0.5-ms with a 10-ms interval in between.
We gradually increased the intensity of each single pulse until the
participant reported 9 on a 10-level pain scale (1 ¼ not painful, 10 ¼
intolerable, linearly increased). The participants reported that they could
3
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Fig. 1. Experiment procedure. The participant was to
receive a pain stimulation of Level 9 in each trial. At
the beginning of each trial, the participant was
(anonymously and ostensibly) paired with one of the
three co-players. Then the participant would be
shown the Agent (Human conditions vs. Computer
conditions) and the Uncertainty level of the cost faced
by the co-player (Certain: pain stimulation of Level 5
vs. Risky: pain stimulation of Level 1 or Level 9, each
with 50% probability vs. Ambiguous: pain stimulation
of Level 1 or Level 9, each with unknown probability)
of current trial, and waited for the co-player’s decision
(Decision period). After that, the decision on whether
to help the participant, made by either the co-player
or the computer, was revealed (Outcome period). If
the co-player decided to (Human conditions) or the
computer randomly decided for the co-player (Computer conditions) to help, the participant’s pain stimulation would be reduced to Level 5 in this trial. The
co-player was informed that he or she would receive
the corresponding pain (Uncertainty level of the cost
faced by the co-player) after the experiment. However, the participant knew that the pain that co-player
would receive in all conditions would be Level 5
(ﬁnal/actual cost). If the agent chose not to help, then
the participant would receive a pain stimulation of
Level 9 while the co-player did not need to receive
any pain. The presentation of the co-player’s decision
(Outcome period) was deﬁned as the critical events in
the fMRI data analysis. At the end of the trial, the
participant could allocate 20 Yuan (~$3 U.S.) between himself/herself and the co-player, with the
knowledge that the co-player was not aware of such
procedure (Allocation period). The participant could
adjust the amount of allocation in increments of 0.1
Yuan. The ultimate money rewards and pain stimulation that co-player and participant would receive at
the end of the game were based on the outcomes of
randomly selected rounds.

as how he/she perceived the kind intention behind help on a scale of 3
(‘very unkind’) to 3 (‘very kind’), under each of the six Help conditions
respectively. For example, the questions for Human_Ambiguous condition were “When the co-player decided to help you under Ambiguous
cost, how grateful do you feel for the co-player’s help?” and “When the
co-player decided to help you under Ambiguous cost, how kind do you
think the co-player’s intention is?” Since the co-players were anonymous
during the social interaction task, participants made each rating
regarding all the co-players in the same condition as a whole. The
condition-speciﬁc gratitude ratings were mapped onto each corresponding Help trial and would be used as a parametric modulator in fMRI
data analyses. No participant disputed the authenticity of the co-players
when reporting their comments and feelings after the experiment.
Instructions and additional behavioral experiments to rule out
confounding factors. In the fMRI experiment, several instructions were
applied to exclude potential confounds. First, to control for the effect of
reputation, participants were told that the co-players did not know that
the participants had the right to make monetary allocation and could not
see their choices during the experiment. Second, to exclude the possibility that participants tried to balance the payoffs of the three co-players
or learn the performance of one speciﬁc co-player, the interpersonal
game was anonymous and participants had no information regarding the
co-player in each trial. Third, to ensure that the ﬁnal costs of all coplayers remained the same, unknown to the co-player but known to
the participant, the actual pain stimulation that the co-player would
receive in each randomly chosen trial after the game was always at Level
5, regardless of the cost of help shown to the co-player in that trial.
Fourth, the participant could think that, by experiencing the pain trialby-trial, the co-players would ﬁnd out the actual outcome did not

the cost faced by the co-player; otherwise, it would remain at Level 9. The
participants’ ﬁnal monetary bonuses were the average amount of
endowment the participants allocated to themselves over the randomly
selected trials. The pain stimulation and monetary bonus for each
participant were realized at the end of the whole experiment.
There were 6 possible combinations of Agent and Uncertainty level of
the cost faced by the co-player during the Help trials, forming a 2 (Agent:
Human vs. Computer)  3 (Uncertainty level of the cost faced by the coplayer: Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous amount of pain) within-subject
design. Unbeknown to the participants, both the co-players’ and the
computer’s decisions during the task were predetermined by a computer
program with the helping rate of 50% of all the trials in each condition.
The experiment consisted of 144 trials (12 trials for each of the above 6
Help conditions and 72 ﬁller trials for Nohelp conditions). During the
scanning, before and after the Decision period and the Outcome period, a
ﬁxation cross was presented for a variable interval ranging from 1 to 5 s
for the purpose of fMRI signal deconvolution. The task was divided into 4
runs with equal number of trials for each condition in each run. Each run
consisted of 36 trials in total and lasted for about 15 min. Trials within a
run were pseudo-randomly mixed to ensure that no more than two
consecutive trials were from the same condition. To avoid the inﬂuence
of trial sequence, four sequences with pseudo-randomly order of trials
were pre-determined and counterbalanced across participants.
Subjective ratings regarding the interactive task. Before the
interactive task, each participant was asked to predict the co-players’
probability to help (i.e., expected rate of being helped) under each of the
six conditions respectively. After the interactive task and before the
payment for participation, each participant rated his/her level of gratitude to co-players on a scale of 1 (‘not at all’) to 7 (‘very strong’), as well
4
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Third, to test whether the feeling of gratitude mediated the effect of
Agent and the effect of Uncertainty level of the cost on subsequent
reciprocity, we conducted a multivariate mediation model analysis using
structural equation modeling through the ‘lavaan’ package in R software
(Rosseel, 2012). In the model, Agent (Human deﬁned as 1, and Computer
deﬁned as 1), Uncertainty level of the cost faced by the co-player
(Certain, Risk, and Ambiguity deﬁned as 1, 2, 3 respectively) and the
interaction of the two factors were taken as independent variables, while
ratings of gratitude and amounts of monetary allocation as the mediating
variable and the dependent variable, respectively. To test whether
perceived kind intention mediated the effect of Agent and the effect of
Uncertainty level of the cost on gratitude, we conducted a multivariate
mediation model analysis, taking experimental factors as independent
variables, and taking ratings of perceived kind intention and gratitude as
the mediating variable and the dependent variable, respectively. To test
whether the expectation violation of being helped (”100% - expected rate
of being helped” in Human conditions, and “50% - expected rate of being
helped” in Computer conditions, as participants knew the rate of being
helped is 50% when Computer made decisions) mediated the effect of
Agent and Uncertainty level of the cost on perceived kind intention,
similar multivariate mediation model analysis was conducted, with
experimental factors as independent variables, expectation violation of
being helped as the mediator and ratings of perceived kind intention as
the dependent variable. All the variables of the multivariate mediation
model were normalized within participant before the analyses. Coefﬁcients for each path of the model were labeled on corresponding
ﬁgures. For each path of the model, the values of c indicated the effect of
the corresponding independent variable on dependent variable before
controlling for the effect of mediator; the values of c’ indicated the effect
of the corresponding independent variable on dependent variable after
controlling for the effect of mediator. A signiﬁcant c’ indicated a partial
mediation while a non-signiﬁcant c’ indicated a complete mediation
(James and Brett, 1984; Preacher and Hayes, 2008, 2004).

follow the displayed information. To avoid this situation, we did not
execute pain stimulation online for each trial; instead, the participant was
told that after the experiment was completed, ﬁve rounds of the game
would be randomly selected and the amount of pain stimulation would
be delivered as the one determined in the chosen trial. Consequently,
participants were informed that the uncertainty of the cost that the coplayers faced in Risky and Ambiguous trials remained the same
throughout the task.
Further, to exclude the possibility that the prediction procedure
before the interactive task might have inﬂuenced participants’ performance during the task, we conducted an additional behavioral experiment (Experiment 2) in which the general procedure was the same as the
one in Experiment 1 except that there was no prediction period before the
task (See Supplementary Materials for details). Additionally, although
participants could not learn the helping rate of each co-player, they might
learn the actual helping rate of the whole co-player group; this learning
might inﬂuence their performance. To rule out this possibility, we conducted another behavioral experiment (Experiment 3) in which participants predicted the possibility of being helped before the task and
recalled the actual rate of being helped in each of the six Help conditions
after the task (See Supplementary Materials for details).
In Computer conditions, the co-player was forced to accept the
computer’s decision with no clear voluntary intention to help. In
contrast, in Human conditions, the co-player could take the uncertainty
level of the cost into account and voluntarily decided whether to help the
participant. Thus, we assumed that, in addition to the perceived coplayer’s cost at different levels of uncertainty, the inferred kind intention
behind the co-player’s decisions could be different for different levels of
uncertainty in Human conditions; this difference might be driven by the
difference in expected rate of being helped. Under such assumptions, in
the following analyses, we treated Computer conditions as the control.
2.3. Neuroimaging data acquisition
Images were acquired through a 3.0 T MR scanner (GE MR750) with
an eight-channel head coil. T2-weighted functional images were acquired
in 40 axial slices parallel to the anterior commissural–posterior
commissural line with no inter-slice gap, affording full-brain coverage.
Images were acquired using an EPI pulse sequence (TR ¼ 2000 ms; TE ¼
30 ms; ﬂip angle ¼ 90 ; FOV ¼ 192 mm  192 mm; slice thickness ¼ 3
mm). An ascending, interleaved slice acquisition order was used starting
from the odd slices. A high-resolution, whole-brain structural scan (1
mm3 isotropic voxel MPRAGE) was acquired after functional imaging.

2.5. fMRI data preprocessing and analysis
Images were preprocessed and analyzed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping software SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Images were slice-time corrected (with the
middle slice as the reference, i.e., the 39th slice), motion corrected,
normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute space by afﬁne transformation followed by nonlinear registration to an EPI template, spatially
smoothed using an 8-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian ﬁlter, and
temporally ﬁltered using a high-pass ﬁlter with a 1/128 Hz cutoff. T1based normalization was not applied as the ﬁeld maps necessary to
adjust geometric distortion of EPI relative to the T1 images were not
obtained (Calhoun et al., 2017).
To investigate how participants evaluate co-players’ altruistic decisions and generate gratitude, we performed whole-brain event-related
fMRI analyses of participants’ neural responses at the time when they
viewed the co-player’s or the computer’s decisions that the co-player
helped the participant (Outcome period). As participants were
informed explicitly that the actual pain stimulation for both themselves
and the co-players were the same in all Help conditions, the differences
between conditions in this period should primarily result from the uncertainty of information known by the co-player and the agent who made
the decision. Therefore, by comparing the differences between conditions in Outcome period, we were able to identify neural bases of how
participants linked the consequence of decision (“help”) with the level of
uncertainty faced by the co-players and used this information to generate
emotional responses and reciprocity. At whole-brain level, we conducted
1) parametric analysis to identify brain regions that were involved in
participants’ gratitude processing, and 2) conjunction analysis to further
test whether there existed shared or differential neural substrates in
processing others’ altruistic decisions under risk and ambiguity. Results
of whole-brain parametric and conjunction analyses were corrected for

2.4. Behavioral analyses
To examine whether the Uncertainty level of the cost faced by the coplayer modulated participants’ expected rate of being helped, perceived
kind intention, gratitude feelings and subsequent reciprocal behaviors,
we ﬁrst fed participants’ expected rate of being helped, perceived kind
intention, ratings of gratitude and amount of monetary allocations into 2
(Agent: Human vs. Computer)  3 (Uncertainty level of the cost faced by
the co-player: Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous pain stimulation)
repeated-measures ANOVA and tested whether there were signiﬁcant
interactions between Agent and Uncertainty level on these variables,
respectively.
Second, based on previous evidence (Ellsberg, 1961; Hogarth and
Kunreuther, 1989; Hsu et al., 2005), we assumed that the level of uncertainty increased gradually along the Certain, Risky, and Ambiguous
conditions. Thus, we coded these three conditions as parametric modulators (1, 2, and 3 for Certain, Risky and Ambiguous respectively) to test
1) whether the effect of Uncertainty level of the cost on participants’
expected rate of being helped, perceived kind intention, ratings of gratitude and amount of monetary allocations exhibited linear trends in
Human and Computer conditions; and 2) whether there were signiﬁcant
differences between such trends in these two conditions.
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Human_Risky] \ [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain], and (3) risksensitive: [Human_Risky > Human_Ambiguous] \ [Human_Risky >
Human_Certain].
To test whether these processes were speciﬁc to Human conditions,
the beta values in these six Help conditions for each brain region identiﬁed in conjunction analyses (i.e., the average beta value of 27 voxels
around the peak coordinate of each region) were extracted and fed into 2
(Agent: Human vs. Computer)  3 (Uncertainty level of the cost faced by
the co-player: Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous pain stimulation)
repeated-measures ANOVA; the important issue here was whether there
were signiﬁcant interactions between Agent and Uncertainty level on
these beta values. This method of identifying regions of interest (ROIs) in
the analysis for crucial conditions and extracting beta values in ROIs to
test their speciﬁcities has been widely used in social neuroimaging
studies (e.g., Chung et al., 2015; de Berker et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2018;
Lockwood et al., 2018). A same set of conjunction analyses were conducted for Computer conditions. Moreover, the same analyses were
conducted for Nohelp conditions to test whether the brain activities
observed in Help conditions were also activated in Nohelp conditions or
were speciﬁc to Help conditions.
To test whether there existed other general-uncertainty-related, ambiguity-sensitive or risk-sensitive regions that failed to survive thresholding in conjunction analyses, we examined whether regions identiﬁed
by the Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast were signiﬁcant in
the Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast, and whether regions
identiﬁed by the Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast were signiﬁcant in the Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast after performing small volume correction (SVC). For SVC, the small volumes were
deﬁned as spheres with 10 mm radius centered on the peak coordinate of
each region, and were identiﬁed with the threshold of peak-level p < 0.05
(FWE-corrected).
Individual differences analysis. To further test whether the brain
regions identiﬁed in the conjunction analysis were related with the
processing of gratitude under both risk and ambiguity conditions, only
under risk condition, or only under ambiguity condition, we conducted
correlation analysis to test whether the differences in gratitude ratings
between Human_Ambiguous and Human_Certain conditions, and between Human_Risky and Human_Certain conditions were correlated with
the differences in brain activities across the corresponding conditions. To
guard against spurious associations and to further validate our ﬁndings,
we conducted a Monte Carlo permutation test for each correlation. This
method is a widely accepted correction approach in statistical testing
(Belmonte and Yurgelun-Todd, 2001; Camargo et al., 2008). By resampling the data of beta values with 10,000 permutations, we computed the
regression coefﬁcient in each shufﬂed sample and the probability of the
estimated regression coefﬁcients being greater than the observed
regression coefﬁcient (i.e., permutation p).
Neurosynth meta-analytical decoding. To investigate whether the
neural responses in ambiguity-sensitive and general-uncertainty processing identiﬁed in conjunction were associated with differential psychological components, we employed the online platform Neurosynth
Image Decoder (neurosynth.org; Yarkoni et al., 2011) to meta-analytically
decode the unthresholded T maps of different contrasts. This analysis
allowed us to quantitatively evaluate the level of similarity between any
Nifti-format brain images and each selected meta-analytical image
generated by the Neurosynth database, indicated by the effect of spatial
correlation (r value) between the two maps. We decoded unthresholded
contrast maps corresponding to [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain],
[Human_Risky > Human_Certain] and [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky] using reverse inference meta-analytical maps to identify the shared
and differential cognitive processes associated with ambiguity-sensitive
and general-uncertainty-related brain activations. If a term of psychological component was general-uncertainty-related, the similarity between this term and contrasts [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain] as
well as [Human_Risky > Human_Certain] would be higher than the similarity between this term and contrast [Human_Ambiguous >

multiple comparisons with the threshold of peak-level p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and cluster-level p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected). Statistical neuroimaging maps are presented at this threshold unless otherwise noted.
Parametric analysis. To identify brain regions that were involved in
participants’ gratitude processing, in the ﬁrst-level (participant-level)
analysis, we built generalized linear model 1 (GLM1) employing parametric analysis. Speciﬁcally, we built a design matrix with separable runspeciﬁc partitions. The regressors in GLM1 for each run were deﬁned as:
Help condition (onsets of Outcome periods for all trials in the six Help
conditions, spanning the 3 s duration of this event, R1), Nohelp condition
(onsets of Outcome periods for Nohelp trials, duration 3 s, R2), Decision
period (the period that the co-player or the computer was making decision, duration 2 s, R3), and Allocation period (the period for allocation,
spanning from the start of this event to the time that the participants
responded, i.e., reaction time, R4). Six movement parameters were
included as regressors of no interest (R5-R10) for each run as well. Four
regressors modeling the average activity in each run were included at the
end of the design matrix. All regressors were convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function (HRF). The gratitude ratings for the
corresponding conditions were deﬁned as a parametric modulator under
Help conditions. For each participant, the beta map for this parametric
modulator was fed into second-level (group-level) one-sample t tests.
Positive and negative effects of this parametric modulator were deﬁned
to identify brain areas involved in gratitude-related processing in Help
conditions.
Conjunction analysis. Although we have identiﬁed brain regions
corresponding to gratitude processing, the activation pattern of each
region might vary under different level of uncertainty. For example,
when the co-player decided to help, compared with the one in Certain
condition, the activity of area A might be signiﬁcantly greater in both the
Risky and the Ambiguous conditions (i.e., this region might be involved
in the processing of general uncertainty), while area B might show
signiﬁcantly greater activation in the Ambiguous condition only (i.e., this
region might be sensitive to the processing of ambiguity). Therefore, we
conducted conjunction analyses to further test whether there existed
shared or differential neural bases in processing others’ altruistic decisions under risk and ambiguity. Speciﬁcally, we aimed to identify regions involved in general-uncertainty-related, ambiguity-sensitive, and
risk-sensitive processing respectively when participants received coplayers’ voluntary help, and to test whether these processes were speciﬁc
to Human conditions. We built a design matrix with separable runspeciﬁc partitions in GLM2. In the ﬁrst-level analysis, for each run, we
modeled Help trials with six separate regressors corresponding to the six
conditions, spanning from the time the decision on whether to help was
revealed to the end of this event (3 s): Human_Certain, Human_Risky,
Human_Ambiguous, Computer_Certain, Computer_Risky, and Computer_Ambiguous (R1 to R6). Other included regressors were: Nohelp
condition (six separate regressors corresponding to Help condition, onset
of Outcome periods for Nohelp trials, R7-R12), Decision period (onset of
Decision period, R13), and Allocation period (the period for allocation,
R14). Six movement parameters were also included as regressors of no
interest (R15-R20) for each run. Four regressors modeling the average
activity in each run were included at the end of the design matrix. All
regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamics response
function (HRF).
We deﬁned four contrasts corresponding to four simple effects in
Human conditions when participants were presented that the co-player
decided to help: Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain, Human_Risky >
Human_Certain, Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky, and Human_Risky
> Human_Ambiguous in Help conditions. Then, we conducted three
conjunction analyses to identify the neural response of generaluncertainty-related, ambiguity-sensitive and risk-sensitive brain regions
in Human conditions: (1) general-uncertainty-related: [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain] \ [Human_Risky > Human_Certain] (i.e.,
Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain in conjunction with Human_Risky
> Human_Certain), (2) ambiguity-sensitive: [Human_Ambiguous >
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< 0.001), self-reported gratitude (F2, 74 ¼ 27.00, p < 0.001), perceived
kind intention (F2, 74 ¼ 10.15, p < 0.001) and the expected rate of being
helped (F2, 74 ¼ 21.82, p < 0.001). The amount of monetary allocation,
self-reported gratitude and perceived kind intention were greater in
Ambiguous conditions than in Risky conditions (with Bonferroni
correction, allocation: t75 ¼ 3.33, p ¼ 0.006; gratitude: t75 ¼ 3.77, p ¼
0.002; kind intention: t75 ¼ 2.67, p ¼ 0.034) and Certain conditions
(allocation: t75 ¼ 4.89, p < 0.001; gratitude: t75 ¼ 6.62, p < 0.001; kind
intention: t75 ¼ 4.70, p < 0.001). Moreover, the amount of monetary
allocation, self-reported gratitude and perceived kind intention were
higher in Risky conditions than in Certain conditions (allocation: t75 ¼
2.72, p ¼ 0.030; gratitude: t75 ¼ 4.10, p ¼ 0.001; although marginally
signiﬁcant for kind intention: t75 ¼ 2.40, p ¼ 0.065). The expected rate of
being helped was higher in Certain conditions than in Risky conditions
(t75 ¼ 5.49, p < 0.001) and Ambiguous conditions (t75 ¼ 4.70, p < 0.001);
such difference was not observed between Risky conditions and
Ambiguous conditions (t75 ¼ 2.18, p ¼ 0.107).
Importantly, signiﬁcant interactions between Agent and Uncertainty
level were observed for all of the four measures (allocation: F2, 74 ¼
11.67, p < 0.001; gratitude: F2, 74 ¼ 8.24, p ¼ 0.001; kind intention: F2, 74
¼ 7.45, p < 0.001; expected rate of being helped: F2, 74 ¼ 20.54, p <
0.001). Speciﬁcally, in Human conditions, the amount of monetary
allocation (F2, 74 ¼ 22.07, p < 0.001), self-reported gratitude (F2, 74 ¼
21.74, p < 0.001), perceived kind intention (F2, 74 ¼ 10.72, p < 0.001)
and expected rate of being helped (F2, 74 ¼ 21.27, p < 0.001) were
signiﬁcantly different across the three levels of uncertainty. Participants’
amount of monetary allocation, self-reported gratitude and perceived
kind intention in Human_Ambiguous condition were greater than those
in Human_Risky condition (with Bonferroni correction, allocation: t37 ¼
3.73, p ¼ 0.002; gratitude: t37 ¼ 3.23, p ¼ 0.008; although marginally
signiﬁcant for kind intention: t37 ¼ 2.31, p ¼ 0.080) and Human_Certain
condition (allocation: t37 ¼ 5.99, p < 0.001; gratitude: t37 ¼ 5.95, p <
0.001; kind intention: t37 ¼ 4.52, p < 0.001). Such differences between
Human_Risky condition and Human_Certain condition were also significant (allocation: t37 ¼ 3.35, p ¼ 0.006; gratitude: t37 ¼ 3.83, p ¼ 0.001;

Human_Risky]. Similarly, if a term of psychological component was
related to ambiguity-sensitive processing, the similarity between this term
and contrasts [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain] as well as
[Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky] would be higher than the similarity
between this term and contrast [Human_Risky > Human_Certain]. Psychological terms were selected based on previous reviews on uncertainty
processing, social cognition and basic cognition, including: 1) ﬁve terms
related to uncertainty processing (“uncertain,” “risky,” “ambiguous,”
“fear,” and “anxiety”) (Grupe and Nitschke, 2013; Levy, 2017; Morriss
et al., 2019; Rosen and Donley, 2006); 2) four terms related to social
cognition (“mentalizing,” “social,” “imitation,” and “empathy”) (Adolphs,
2009); and 3) nine terms related to basic cognition (“memory,” “monitoring,” “conﬂict,” “executive control,” “inhibition,” “attention,” “imagine,” “switching,” and “salience network”) (Barrett and Satpute, 2013).
3. Results
3.1. Effects of Agent and Uncertainty level on monetary allocation,
gratitude and perceived kind intention
Two (Agent: Human vs. Computer) by three (Uncertainty level:
Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous) repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was conducted, respectively, for the monetary allocation when
participants received help, and self-reported gratitude and perceived
kind intention in the post-scan questionnaires, and the expected rate of
being helped before the scan. Signiﬁcant main effects of Agent were
found for the amount of monetary allocation (F1, 37 ¼ 57.31, p < 0.001,
Fig. 2A; see Supplementary Materials and Fig. S1 for monetary allocation
in Nohelp trials), self-reported gratitude (F1, 37 ¼ 68.08, p < 0.001,
Fig. 2B), and perceived kind intention (F1, 37 ¼ 129.72, p < 0.001,
Fig. 2C), but not for the expected rate of being helped (F1, 37 ¼ 0.03, p ¼
0.871, Fig. 2D). The amount of monetary allocation, self-reported gratitude and perceived kind intention were greater in Human conditions
than in Computer conditions. Signiﬁcant main effects of Uncertainty
level were found for the amount of monetary allocation (F2, 74 ¼ 14.97, p

Fig. 2. Behavioral results. Two (Agent: Human vs. Computer) by three (Uncertainty level of the cost faced by the co-player: Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous) repeated
measures ANOVA showed signiﬁcant interaction effects on (A) the amount of monetary allocation, (B) post-scan ratings of gratitude, (C) post-scan ratings of perceived
kind intention, and (D) pre-scan ratings of expected rate of being helped. In Human conditions, as the Uncertainty level of the cost faced by the co-player increased, the
amount of monetary allocation, ratings of gratitude and perceived kind intention increased, and expected rate of being helped decreased. These trends were either
absent or decreased in Computer conditions. (E) Ratings of gratitude signiﬁcantly mediated the effects of Agent, Uncertainty level of the cost faced by the co-player
and their interaction on monetary allocation. (F) Ratings of perceived kind intention signiﬁcantly mediated the effects of Agent, Uncertainty level of the cost faced by
the co-player and their interaction on ratings of gratitude. (G) Expectation violation of being helped signiﬁcantly mediated the effects of Agent, Uncertainty level of the
cost faced by the co-player and their interaction on ratings of perceived kind intention. #p < 0.08, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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although marginally signiﬁcant for kind intention: t37 ¼ 2.40, p ¼ 0.065).
The expected rate of being helped was higher in Human_Certain condition than in Human_Risky condition (t37 ¼ 4.62, p < 0.001) and
Human_Ambiguous condition (t37 ¼ 5.73, p < 0.001), yet there was no
difference between the latter two conditions (t37 ¼ 2.18, p ¼ 0.107). In
contrast, the effects of Uncertainty level were much weaker in Computer
conditions (allocation: F2, 74 ¼ 3.86, p ¼ 0.034; gratitude: F2, 74 ¼ 6.68, p
¼ 0.002; kind intention: F2, 74 ¼ 2.79, p ¼ 0.068; expected rate of being
helped: F2, 74 ¼ 1.00, p ¼ 0.373).
Linear trend analyses showed that, participants’ amounts of monetary
allocation, ratings of gratitude and perceived kind intention increased
linearly from Human_Certain, Human_Risky to Human_Ambiguous conditions (allocation: F1, 37 ¼ 35.91, p < 0.001; gratitude: F1, 37 ¼ 35.39, p
< 0.001; kind intention: F1, 37 ¼ 20.43, p < 0.001; expected rate of being
helped: F1, 37 ¼ 29.51, p < 0.001). These linear trends were either absent
or signiﬁcantly reduced in Computer conditions (allocation: F1, 37 ¼ 5.61,
p ¼ 0.023; gratitude: F1, 37 ¼ 12.86, p ¼ 0.001; kind intention: F1, 37 ¼
2.79, p ¼ 0.103; expected rate of being helped: F1, 37 ¼ 1.00, p ¼ 0.324).
Direct comparisons showed that the differences between Human and
Computer conditions also exhibited a linearity effect over Uncertainty
level (i.e., signiﬁcant Agent by Uncertainty level interaction) on the
amount of monetary allocation (F1, 37 ¼ 17.25, p < 0.001), the rating of
gratitude (F1, 37 ¼ 14.69, p < 0.001), the rating of perceived kind
intention (F1, 37 ¼ 13.73, p ¼ 0.001), and the expected rate of being
helped (F1, 37 ¼ 28.60, p < 0.001), indicating that the linearity effects
over Uncertainty level were signiﬁcantly larger in Human conditions
than the ones in Computer conditions.
Multivariate mediation analyses were conducted to test whether the
expectation violation of being helped contributed to the increase in
participants’ perceived kind intention of the co-players, and led to the
increase in their feelings of gratitude and reciprocity. Firstly, results
showed that the rating of gratitude signiﬁcantly mediated the effect of
experimental manipulations (Agent, Uncertainty level of the cost faced
by the co-player and their interaction) on the amount of monetary allocation, with normalized coefﬁcient of overall mediating effect ¼ 0.278, p
< 0.001, c ¼ 1.135, p < 0.001, c’ ¼ 0.857, p < 0.001, partial mediation.
The normalized coefﬁcients of the mediating effect of rating of gratitude
on Agent to the amount of monetary allocation, Uncertainty level of cost
to the amount of monetary allocation, and Agent * Cost interaction to the
amount of monetary allocation were 0.177, p < 0.001, c’ ¼ 0.515, p <
0.001, partial mediation; 0.072, p ¼ 0.001, c’ ¼ 0.221, p < 0.001, partial
mediation; 0.029, p ¼ 0.027, c’ ¼ 0.121, p ¼ 0.005, partial mediation,
respectively (see Fig. 2E for the path coefﬁcients). After controlling for
the effects of Agent, Uncertainty level of the cost faced by the co-player
and their interaction, the correlation between gratitude and monetary
remained signiﬁcant (β ¼ 0.133, t ¼ 2.016, p ¼ 0.045). These ﬁndings
support the hypothesis that the feeling of gratitude serves as a moral
motive, which motivates behavioral changes when receiving help from
benefactors who are faced with different uncertainty levels of cost.
Secondly, the multivariate mediation model analysis showed that the
rating of perceived kind intention signiﬁcantly mediated the effect of
experimental manipulations on rating of gratitude, with normalized coefﬁcient of overall mediating effect ¼ 0.455, p < 0.001, c ¼ 1.157, p <
0.001, c’ ¼ 0.702, p < 0.001, partial mediation. The normalized coefﬁcients of the mediating effect of rating of perceived kind intention on
Agent to gratitude rating, Uncertainty level of cost to gratitude rating,
Agent * Cost interaction to gratitude rating were 0.327, p < 0.001, c’ ¼
0.391, p < 0.001, partial mediation; 0.074, p < 0.001, c’ ¼ 0.230, p <
0.001, partial mediation; 0.054, p ¼ 0.003, c’ ¼ 0.081, p ¼ 0.042, partial
mediation, respectively (see Fig. 2F for the path coefﬁcients).
Thirdly, the expectation violation of being helped signiﬁcantly
mediated the effect of experimental manipulations on the rating of kind
intention, with normalized coefﬁcient of overall mediating effect ¼
0.411, p ¼ 0.002, c ¼ 1.118, p < 0.001, c’ ¼ 0.708, p < 0.001, partial
mediation. The normalized coefﬁcients of the mediating effect of
expectation violation on Agent to kind intention rating, Uncertainty level

of cost to kind intention rating, and Agent * Cost interaction to kind
intention rating were 0.304, p ¼ 0.002, c’ ¼ 0.500, p < 0.001, partial
mediation; 0.053, p ¼ 0.004, c’ ¼ 0.130, p ¼ 0.001, partial mediation;
0.054, p ¼ 0.004, c’ ¼ 0.078, p ¼ 0.055, marginal complete mediation,
respectively (see Fig. 2G for the path coefﬁcients). These results support
the hypothesis that as participants predicted that the co-players were less
likely to help under uncertain cost, when co-players did decide to help in
uncertain situations, the participants’ perceived kind intention inferred
from co-players increased as a result, leading to the increased feeling of
gratitude.
To be noted, our behavioral results were replicated in the additional
behavioral experiment (Experiment 2) in which participants did not
predict the possibility of being helped before the interactive task. Signiﬁcant interactions between Agent and Uncertainty level were observed
for all of the three measures (allocation: F2, 56 ¼ 5.37, p ¼ 0.012, Fig. S2A;
gratitude: F2, 56 ¼ 4.92, p ¼ 0.011, Fig. S2B; kind intention: F2, 56 ¼ 5.89,
p ¼ 0.009, Fig. S2C). No signiﬁcant Agent * Uncertainty level * Experiment (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2) interactions was observed when
data of Experiments 1 and 2 were combined, allocation: F2, 130 ¼ 1.23, p
¼ 0.291; gratitude: F2, 130 ¼ 2.00, p ¼ 0.139; kind intention: F2, 130 ¼
0.10, p ¼ 0.886, indicating that the prediction procedure in the fMRI
experiment (Experiment 1) did not inﬂuence participants’ performance
during the task.
Moreover, in the third experiment (Experiment 3) in which participants made predictions before the task and recalled the actual rate of
being helped later for each of the six Help conditions, no signiﬁcant
Agent * Uncertainty level * Rating time (Pre-task vs. Post-task) interaction was observed in the rating on the rate of being helping, F2, 54 ¼ 1.25,
p ¼ 0.296, indicating that participants did not learn the co-players’ actual
helping rate during the task; their expectations and expectation violations remained the same throughout the task (Fig. S3, A and B). In
Experiment 3, signiﬁcant interactions between Agent and Uncertainty
level were observed for money allocation: F2, 56 ¼ 3.90, p ¼ 0.026,
Fig. S3C; and gratitude ratings: F2, 56 ¼ 3.26, p ¼ 0.046, Fig. S3D. For the
perceived kind intention, the interaction between Agent and Uncertainty
level did not reach signiﬁcance in repeated measures analysis of variance,
F2, 56 ¼ 0.23, p ¼ 0.796 (Fig. S3E). However, no signiﬁcant Agent *
Uncertainty level * Experiment (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 3) interaction was found for perceived kind intention (F2, 130 ¼ 0.79, p ¼ 0.454),
monetary allocation (F2, 130 ¼ 0.42, p ¼ 0.656), and self-reported gratitude (F2, 130 ¼ 1.30, p ¼ 0.275), indicating that there was no signiﬁcant
difference between Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 in the interaction
between Agent * Uncertainty level on these measures. When the data of
Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 were combined, a signiﬁcant interaction
between Agent and Uncertainty was observed in perceived kind intention, F2, 130 ¼ 3.76, p ¼ 0.026, monetary allocation, F2, 132 ¼ 14.91, p <
0.001, and self-reported gratitude, F2, 132 ¼ 9.48, p < 0.001. These results
were consistent with our hypotheses and the results of Experiment 1. See
Supplementary Materials for details.
Given that a large number of studies have observed a gender effect in
social decision making and emotional processing (for reviews, see Del
Giudice, 2015; Eagly and Wood, 1991; Wood and Eagly, 2012), we carried out exploratory analyses with gender as a between-participant factor. No signiﬁcant Agent * Uncertainty level * gender, Agent * gender or
Uncertainty level * gender interaction was found for monetary allocation,
gratitude ratings, perceived kind intention or expected rate of being
helped in the fMRI experiment (see Table S1 for detailed statistics).
However, by combining data of all the three experiments (N_Male ¼ 48,
N_Female ¼ 48, Table S1), we observed stronger Agent * Uncertainty
level interaction in monetary allocation in females than in males (Agent *
Uncertainty level * gender interaction: F2, 188 ¼ 3.16, p ¼ 0.049).
Compared with males, females showed a larger difference in linearity
trend over Uncertainty level between Human and Computer conditions
during monetary allocation (Fig. S4A; females_Human: F1, 47 ¼ 33.71, p
< 0.001; females_Computer: F1, 47 ¼ 2.81, p ¼ 0.140; males_Human: F1,
47 ¼ 15.05, p < 0.001; males_Computer: F1, 47 ¼ 5.57, p ¼ 0.023). A
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strongly in Human_Ambiguous condition (t37 ¼ 3.61, p ¼ 0.001) and in
Human_Risky condition (t37 ¼ 2.75, p ¼ 0.009). The difference between
Human_Risky and Human_Ambiguous conditions was not signiﬁcant (t37
¼ 0.63, p ¼ 0.530) (Fig. 4B). Moreover, the differences in lOFC activations between Human_Ambiguous and Human_Certain conditions and
between Human_Risky and Human_Certain conditions were positively
correlated with the differences in gratitude ratings between the corresponding conditions (Fig. 4C), r ¼ 0.332, p ¼ 0.042, and r ¼ 0.330, p ¼
0.043, respectively. These results demonstrated the involvement of
lOFC/aINS in both risky- and ambiguity-related processing (i.e., generaluncertainty-related processing) when participants received help from the
co-player who was faced with uncertain cost.
The conjunction analysis on the Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast and the Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky contrast
revealed signiﬁcant activations in dmPFC [0, 29, 55] extending to dACC
[6, 29, 34], inferior temporal gyrus [57, 28, 23] and [-63, 28, 26],
thalamus [0, 52, 10], and cerebellum [6, 82, 23] (Fig. 4D, Table 2).
In contrast, no region survived the whole-brain threshold in the same
conjunction analysis in Computer conditions. Two (Agent: Human vs.
Computer) by three (Uncertainty level: Certain vs. Risky vs. Ambiguous)
repeated measures ANOVA on dmPFC betas revealed a signiﬁcant
interaction effect, F2, 74 ¼ 5.56, p ¼ 0.009. Speciﬁcally, signiﬁcant differences were observed between the conditions with three levels of uncertainty in Human conditions (F2, 74 ¼ 9.42, p < 0.001) but not in
Computer conditions (F2, 74 ¼ 0.06, p ¼ 0.943). In Human conditions, the
activation of dmPFC in Human_Ambiguous condition was signiﬁcantly
greater than those in Human_Certain condition (t37 ¼ 5.09, p < 0.001)
and Human_Risk condition (t37 ¼ 2.79, p ¼ 0.008). No difference was
observed between Human_Certain and Human_Risky conditions (t37 ¼
1.11, p ¼ 0.260) (Fig. 4E). Moreover, the difference in dmPFC activation
between Human_Ambiguous and Human_Certain conditions was positively correlated with the difference in gratitude rating between the
corresponding conditions (Fig. 4F), r ¼ 0.386, p ¼ 0.017. In contrast, this
correlation was not found for the difference in dmPFC activation between
Human_Risky and Human_Certain conditions and the difference in
gratitude rating between the two conditions either before (r ¼ 0.261, p ¼
0.113) or after (r ¼ 0.147, p ¼ 0.385) two outliners were excluded. Here
the outliers were deﬁned as participants with the differences more than
three standard deviations above or below the mean of all the participants.
Taken together, these ﬁndings suggested that dmPFC might be sensitive
to the processing of ambiguity of cost, but not to the processing of risk of
cost, behind the benefactor’s decisions to help.
To guard against spurious associations, we conducted permutation
tests for each correlation analysis. After the Monte Carlo permutation test
with 10,000 permutations of the beta values, the above results remained
the same: lOFC p permutation ¼ 0.044 and dmPFC p permutation ¼ 0.016 for
the Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast, and lOFC p permutation
¼ 0.044 and dmPFC p permutation ¼ 0.115 for the Human_Risky >
Human_Certain contrast. However, these results did not survive Bonferroni correction or false discovery rate (FDR) correction. Moreover, no
signiﬁcant gender difference was observed for beta values of dmPFC or

similar pattern was observed for gratitude ratings, although it did not
reach statistical signiﬁcance (Fig. S4B; F2, 188 ¼ 2.63, p ¼ 0.074).
Moreover, although we did not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant Agent * Uncertainty
level * gender interaction, we found a stronger main effect of Agent and a
stronger main effect of Uncertainty level in intention ratings in females
than in males (Fig. S4C; Agent * gender interaction: F1, 93 ¼ 4.80, p ¼
0.031; Uncertainty level * gender interaction: F2, 186 ¼ 3.91, p ¼ 0.022).
These results indicated that compared with male participants, female
participants’ reciprocity, gratitude and perceived kind intention from
help were likely to be more sensitive to Agent and Uncertainty level.
3.2. Neural bases of the gratitude-related processing
At the neural level, we focused on participants’ neural responses at
the time when they viewed the co-player’s decision to help, as in this
period participants were able to link the consequence of decision (“help”)
with the level of uncertainty faced by the co-players and to use this information to generate emotional responses and reciprocity. Using gratitude ratings as a ﬁrst-level parametric modulator, we ﬁrst identiﬁed the
voxels in which neural responses increased as the gratitude increased
when participants receiving help. This contrast revealed activations in
brain regions including middle cingulate cortex (MCC), vmPFC
(extending to dmPFC), inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), bilateral lOFC
(extending to aINS), ventral striatum (extending to amygdala), dlPFC,
precuneus and inferior parietal gyrus (IPG) (Fig. 3, Table 1). We observed
no region whose activation was negatively modulated by the rating of
gratitude.
3.3. Brain regions underlying general-uncertainty-related and ambiguitysensitive processing of others’ altruistic decisions
We conducted conjunction analyses to further investigate whether the
regions related to gratitude processing were involved in generaluncertainty-related, ambiguity-sensitive or risk-sensitive processing,
and test whether these processes were speciﬁc to Human conditions. The
conjunction analysis on Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast
and Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast revealed signiﬁcant activations in right lateral OFC [lOFC: 33, 44, 5] extending to aINS, fusiform [-30, 73, 17], middle occipital gyrus [-30, 82, 4 and 33, -70,
13], and cerebellum [36, 43, 32] (Fig. 4A, Table 2). In contrast, no
region survived the whole-brain threshold in the same conjunction
analysis for Computer conditions. To further conﬁrm that the activation
of lOFC/aINS was only present in Human but not in Computer conditions, we extracted and plotted the beta estimates of lOFC/aINS. Two
(Agent: Human vs. Computer) by three (Uncertainty level: Certain vs.
Risky vs. Ambiguous) repeated measures ANOVA on lOFC betas revealed
a signiﬁcant interactions effect, F2, 74 ¼ 4.67, p ¼ 0.012. Speciﬁcally,
signiﬁcant differences were observed between the three levels of uncertainty in Human conditions (F2, 74 ¼ 6.66, p ¼ 0.002) but not in
Computer conditions (F2, 74 ¼ 0.49, p ¼ 0.612). In Human conditions,
compared with Human_Certain condition, lOFC was activated more

Fig. 3. Brain regions activated in the parametric
analysis for gratitude-related processing in Help
conditions. Using gratitude ratings as a ﬁrst-level
parametric modulator, we ﬁrst identiﬁed the
voxels in which neural responses increased as the
gratitude increased when participants receiving
help. This contrast revealed activations in middle
cingulate cortex (MCC), ventral medial prefrontal
cortex (vmPFC, extending to dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC)), inferior temporal gyrus
(ITG), bilateral lateral orbitofrontal cortex (lOFC,
extending to anterior insula (aINS)), ventral
striatum (extending to amygdala), dorsal lateral
prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), precuneus and inferior
parietal gyrus (IPG).
9
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Table 1
Results of whole-brain parametric analysis.
Cluster
Number

Regions

Brain regions sensitive to gratitude ratings.
1
MCC
2
dmPFC
vmPFC
3
Inferior temporal gyrus
4
lOFC-aINS
Striatum/amygdala
5
dlPFC
6
lOFC-aINS
7
Precuneus
8
Inferior parietal gyrus

Hemisphere

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
R
R

t value

6.28
5.93
5.70
5.85
5.52
4.32
4.69
4.51
4.35
4.22

Cluster size (voxels)

1769
2543
920
412
399
352
147
147

MNI coordinates
x

y

z

3
6
3
54
42
12
45
48
3
36

13
44
44
31
26
17
5
23
76
52

34
46
4
23
14
8
55
14
49
55

Note: dmPFC, dorsal medial prefrontal cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; lOFC, lateral orbitofrontal cortex; aINS, anterior insula; MCC, middle cingulate
cortex; dlPFC, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex.

Fig. 4. Brain regions activated in the conjunction analysis. (A) Brain regions activated in [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain] \ [Human_Risky > Human_Certain],
indicating the involvement of these regions in general-uncertainty-related processing. (B) Parameter estimates (β values) corresponding to six conditions were
extracted from right lOFC. Error bars indicate standard error of means. (C) The differences in lOFC activities between Human_Ambiguous and Human_Certain conditions (r ¼ 0.332, p ¼ 0.042), and between Human_Risky and Human_Certain conditions (r ¼ 0.330, p ¼ 0.043) were positive correlated with the differences in
gratitude ratings between corresponding conditions. (D) Brain regions activated in [Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain] \ [Human_ Ambiguous > Human_ Risky],
indicating the involvement of these regions in ambiguity-sensitive processing. (E) Parameter estimates (β values) corresponding to six conditions for dmPFC. (F) The
differences in dmPFC activities between Human_Ambiguous and Human_Certain conditions (r ¼ 0.386, p ¼ 0.017), but not Human_Risky and Human_Certain (r ¼
0.261, p ¼ 0.113, taking out 2 outliners: r ¼ 0.147, p ¼ 0.385) were positive correlated with the differences in gratitude ratings between corresponding conditions. *p
< 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

identiﬁed by Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast could survive small volume correction (SVC) in Human_Risky > Human_Certain
contrast, and whether any region identiﬁed by Human_Risky >
Human_Certain contrast could survive SVC in Human_Ambiguous >
Human_Certain contrast. Results of SVC were consistent with those of
conjunction analyses, showing the involvement of lOFC/aINS in generaluncertainty-related processing and the involvement of dmPFC/dACC in
ambiguity-sensitive processing. No speciﬁc risk-sensitive region was
observed (see Supplementary Materials and Table S2 for details).
As a comparison, the same set of conjunction analyses conducted for
NoHelp trials revealed no above-threshold activations (Fig. 4, A and D),
indicating that the observed activations might be closely related to Help
rather than Nohelp conditions. However, it was not sufﬁcient to
demonstrate that the neural processes observed in Help trials were speciﬁc to receiving help. One needs to show “separate modiﬁability” (e.g.,
Woo et al., 2014) of two constructs (e.g., Help vs. NoHelp) to

lOFC (see Table S1 for detailed statistics).
No signiﬁcant activation was found in conjunction analysis on the
Human_Risky > Human_Ambiguous contrast and the Human_Risky >
Human_Certain contrast (i.e. risk-sensitive processing). We also tested
the possibility of subthreshold risk-sensitive effect by estimating the
Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast with the group-level map
of Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast (using a liberal masking
threshold p < 0.05) as exclusive mask. The activations of this contrast
were similar to the results of the conjunction analysis on the Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast and the Human_Ambiguous >
Human_Risky contrast, involving wide range of clusters (Fig. S5;
including aINS, dlPFC, temporoparietal junction and calcarine). This
analysis ruled out potential subthreshold risk-sensitive effects.
To further test whether there exist other general-uncertainty-related,
ambiguity-sensitive or risk-sensitive regions that failed to survive
thresholding in conjunction analyses, we examined whether any region
10
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Table 2
Results of conjunction analysis.
Cluster number

Regions

Hemisphere

(Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain) ∩ (Human_Risky > Human_Certain)
1
Fusiform
L
2
Middle occipital gyrus
L
3
Cerebellum
R
4
lOFC/aINS
R
5
Middle occipital gyrus
R

t value

Cluster size (voxels)

MNI coordinates
x

y

z

4.94
4.92
4.84
4.56
4.56

233
261
173
134
339

30
30
36
33
33

73
82
43
44
70

17
4
32
5
13

4.77
3.57
4.72
4.46
4.38
4.22

188

6
0
57
63
0
6

29
29
28
28
52
82

34
55
23
26
10
23

(Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain) ∩ (Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky)
1
2
3
4
5

dACC
dmPFC
Inferior temporal gyrus
Inferior temporal gyrus
Thalamus
Cerebellum

R
R
L
R

135
123
157
121

Note: lOFC, lateral orbitofrontal cortex; aINS, anterior insula; dmPFC, dorsal medial prefrontal cortex; dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.

could help us infer the psychological components associated with each
contrast based on the meta-analytical maps, rather than making
reverse-inference based on potentially biased selections of literature
(Chang et al., 2013; Yarkoni et al., 2011). Results demonstrated that the
general-uncertainty-related and ambiguity-sensitive processing might be
associated with differential psychological components. Compared with
the pattern of Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky contrast, activation
patterns of Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast and Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast showed more association with
meta-analytical patterns of “fear” and “anxiety” terms, indicating that
compared with Certain condition, the processing in Risky and Ambiguous conditions (i.e., general-uncertainty-related processing) were more
closely associated with fear- and anxiety-related processes (Fig. 5).
Meanwhile, compared with the pattern of Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast, the activation patterns of Human_Ambiguous >
Human_Certain contrast and Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky
contrast were more closely associated with meta-analytical patterns of
“mentalizing,” “memory,” “conﬂict,” and “monitoring”, suggesting that
compared with Certain and Risky conditions, the processing in Ambiguous condition (i.e., ambiguity-sensitive processing) was more closely
associated with mentalizing-, memory- and conﬂict-monitoring-related
processes (Fig. 5).
To exclude the possibility that results of the whole-brain metaanalytical decoding were driven mainly by effects in posterior regions
identiﬁed in conjunction analyses (i.e., fusiform, middle occipital gyrus,
inferior temporal gyrus, thalamus, and cerebellum) rather than dmPFC/
dACC and lOFC/aINS, we re-conducted meta-analytical decoding using a
combined exclusive mask of the posterior regions deﬁned by the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). The
pattern of results remained the same after excluding activations in these
regions (Fig. S7; correlation between results of the whole-brain analysis
and the analysis with exclusive mask: r ¼ 0.984, p < 0.001), indicating
that the results of the whole-brain meta-analytical decoding were not
simply driven by effects in the posterior regions. To be noted, this did not
indicate that the identiﬁed psychological components were driven only
by activities in dmPFC/dACC or lOFC/aINS, since the meta-analytical
decoding is most effective at whole-brain level and reﬂects the
whole-brain processing of each psychological component (Chang et al.,
2013; Yarkoni et al., 2011). Therefore, the meta-analytical decoding
provided further evidence suggesting how extensive regions in the brain
responded together with the regions identiﬁed in the above analyses to
support the evaluations on others’ altruistic decisions under risk and
ambiguity.

demonstrate speciﬁcity, which is beyond the scope of the current study.
Moreover, since the current study aimed to investigate how other’s
altruistic decisions under uncertainty inﬂuence individuals’ gratitude, no
post-hoc appraisals or emotion ratings were obtained for Nohelp conditions. Therefore, we were unable to build speciﬁc hypotheses for the
neural analyses of Nohelp conditions based on behavioral observations.
Given the potential relationship between negative prediction error and
anger (Chang et al., 2015; Chang and Jolly, 2018), it is possible that in
addition to the decrease of gratitude, co-players’ decisions of no-help or
help withdraw may induce individuals’ other emotions, such as anger.
Future studies speciﬁcally designed to evaluate no-help or help withdraw
are needed.
Another possibility is that lOFC and dmPFC were also involved in the
recognition and processing of uncertainty before being helped and were
not speciﬁc to the gratitude-related uncertainty processing after being
helped. To test this possibility, for the Decision period in which participants received the information of the condition but did not know the coplayer’s decision, we conducted the same set of conjunction analyses as
we did for the Outcome period. We also conducted the same set of
conjunction analyses for Allocation period as for Outcome period. A
variable interval ranging from 1 to 5 s was inserted before and after
Outcome period in each trial, which effectively avoided multicollinearity
between regressors in Decision, Outcome and Allocation periods
(Fig. S6). Results showed that no region survived the whole-brain
threshold in any of the three conjunction analyses in Decision period
or Allocation period. We also extracted beta values in lOFC and dmPFC
for the six Help conditions in Decision period and Allocation period,
based on coordinates obtained for the Outcome period. In contrast to
Outcome period, neither the activity in lOFC (Decision: F2, 74 ¼ 0.58, p ¼
0.563; Allocation: F2, 74 ¼ 0.63, p ¼ 0.537) nor the activity in dmPFC
(Decision: F2, 74 ¼ 0.43, p ¼ 0.656; Allocation: F2, 74 ¼ 0.33, p ¼ 0.718)
showed signiﬁcant interactions between Agent and Uncertainty level in
Decision period or Allocation period. These results highlighted the role of
lOFC and dmPFC in gratitude-related uncertainty processing after being
helped.
3.4. Differential psychological components associated with generaluncertainty-related and ambiguity-sensitive processing
To investigate whether the general-uncertainty-related processing
and the ambiguity-sensitive processing of other’s altruistic decisions
were associated with differential psychological components, we
employed the online platform Neurosynth Image Decoder (neurosynth.o
rg; Yarkoni et al., 2011) to meta-analytically decode the unthresholded T
map of different contrasts (see Neurosynth meta-analytical decoding).
Although no ﬁrm conclusion linking each processing with one or more
psychological components could be drawn speciﬁcally, this analysis

4. Discussion
When deciding whether to behave altruistically, individuals need to
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Fig. 5. Meta-analytical decoding results. The green solid, blue dot-dash, and red dash lines correspond to the similarities between the meta-analytical maps of terms of
psychological components generated from Neurosynth database and Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain, Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky, and Human_Risky >
Human_Certain contrasts, respectively. Compared with the one of Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky contrast, activation patterns of Human_Ambiguous >
Human_Certain contrast and Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast showed more association with meta-analytical patterns of “fear” and “anxiety” terms (with both
the green solid line and red dash line extending further than the blue dot-dash line at those dimensions). Compared with the one of Human_Risky > Human_Certain
contrast, the activation patterns of Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast and Human_Ambiguous > Human_Risky contrast were associated more with metaanalytical patterns of “mentalizing,” “memory,” “conﬂict,” and “monitoring” (with both the blue dot-dash line and green solid line extending further than the red dash
line at those dimensions).

cost of help, rather than from the precise calculation of the cost (and the
outcome), functions to signal a high-quality, and perhaps long-term,
cooperative relationship that should be responded with gratitude and
reciprocity.
A number of studies have investigated how the three major antecedents (i.e., benefactor’s intention, benefactor’s cost, and the value of
beneﬁt) independently inﬂuence beneﬁciary’s degree of gratitude
(Tesser, 1968; McCullough et al., 2001; Tsang, 2007; Yu et al., 2017,
2018). Although the benefactor’s actual cost was the same in the current
study, our results indicated a close relationship between benefactor’s
kind intention and cost: information regarding the benefactor’s cost
contributed to the beneﬁciary’s perception of the benefactor’s intention,
subsequently inﬂuencing beneﬁciary’s gratitude. This is consistent with
Algoe et al. (2008) which showed that perceived care mediated the effect
of gift costs on gratitude rating in gift-giving contexts. However, most
other studies either investigated how the three antecedents inﬂuenced
gratitude independently or did not examine the relationships between
the perceived intention and other antecedents directly. The question as to
whether these three antecedents inﬂuence gratitude independently remains unclear. Moreover, here we found that the participants’ gratitude
and reciprocity also increased as a function of Uncertainty level in
Computer conditions, in which the co-players’ “help” decision was made
by the computer (i.e., unintentional). This result indicated that, in this
context of forced help, there might exist other factors inﬂuencing gratitude and reciprocity independently of the perceived kind intention, such
as the perceived benefactor’s psychological burden driven by uncertainty. Yet the psychological bases of gratitude in the context of forced
help have rarely been investigated and deserve further research effort.

weigh the beneﬁt of altruistic choice against the cost in various circumstances (Penner et al., 2004), in which the cost is usually uncertain.
Although a number of studies have investigated how participants make
altruistic decisions under uncertainty (e.g., Hu et al., 2017; Vives and
Feldmanhall, 2018), it remains largely unknown as to how individuals
perceive and respond to others’ altruistic behaviors under different uncertain situations (e.g., ambiguity vs. risk). The current study contributes
to the understanding of this issue by providing both behavioral and
neuroimaging evidence in the context of interpersonal gratitude. Our
results suggest that 1) perceived kind intention is a mediating factor for
beneﬁciary’s generation of gratitude when faced with other’s help under
uncertain cost; 2) there are both shared and differential neurocognitive
processes of gratitude in response to benefactor’s altruistic decisions in
risky and ambiguous conditions.
4.1. Perceived kind intention as a mediating factor for the feeling of
gratitude
Intention inference is crucial for social interactions (Falk et al., 2008;
Falk and Fischbacher, 2006; Sanfey, 2007). According to theories of
reciprocity (Fehr and G€
achter, 1998; Fehr and Schmidt, 2006; Matthew
Rabin, 1993), when an individual perceives the care and benevolence
from another person, the utility of acting kindly towards this person increases. In studies of social psychology, individuals are more likely to
trust and cooperate with those who engage in altruistic interactions
under uncertainty than they do under certainty, as decisions under uncertainty are rarer than decisions under certainty (Hu et al., 2017; Vives
and Feldmanhall, 2018) and reﬂect the concern about others’ intention
(Capraro and Kuilder, 2016; Jordan et al., 2016; Perez-Escudero et al.,
2016). Consistent with these studies, the current results provide novel
evidence demonstrating that, the degree of beneﬁciary’s gratitude varied
as a function of the level of uncertainty in the cost faced by the benefactor, which was mediated by the perceived kind intention behind the
help decision. In uncertain situations where the benefactor was thought
to be less likely to help, the beneﬁciary perceived the benefactor to be
kinder. In line with the ﬁnd-remind-and-bind theory (Algoe, 2012; Algoe
et al., 2013, 2008; Algoe and Stanton, 2012), our results demonstrate a
crucial role of intention inference in generating gratitude, reﬂecting a
signiﬁcant social function of gratitude from the perspective of evolution.
That is, the help stemming from sincere intention without calculating the

4.2. Shared neurocognitive processes responding to benefactor’s altruistic
decisions under risk and ambiguity
In the conjunction analysis, we found that lOFC extending to aINS was
activated more in both the Risky and the Ambiguous conditions than in
the Certain condition when the co-player decided to help, indicating the
involvement of lOFC and aINS in general-uncertainty-related processing.
These brain regions have been suggested to be associated with various
emotional and cognitive functions involved in processing general uncertainty during one’s own decision-making. For example, lOFC has been
shown to be correlated with uncertainty processing and uncertainty
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2015; Koster-Hale and Saxe, 2013; Molenberghs et al., 2016). This is
consistent with our meta-analytic decoding results suggesting that
compared with the Certain and Risky conditions, ambiguity-related activations are more closely associated with mentalizing processes.
Compared with the risk deﬁned by economists, events in ambiguity are
more uncertain due to the lack of key knowledge to estimate the probabilities of outcomes and the outcome of an event under ambiguity is
more unpredictable (Camerer and Weber, 1992; Hsu et al., 2005; Jenkins
and Mitchell, 2010; Volz et al., 2004). When faced with these situations
during one’s own decision-making, dmPFC is robustly activated (Blankenstein et al., 2018; Hsu et al., 2005; Volz et al., 2004). Generalizing to
the current study, we suggest that in the ambiguous condition with
enhanced uncertainty and unpredictability, participants may rely more
on the mentalizing system to understand such situation faced by the
co-player and to infer the kind intention behind the help decision.
In addition to mentalizing, compared with the activations in the
Certain and Risky conditions, ambiguity-related activations, including
dACC, were more closely associated with meta-analytical maps of memory-, conﬂict- and monitoring-related processes. The dACC is suggested to
be an integrative hub that monitors a wealth of information related to the
current environment or context and contributes to behavioral strategies
and memory by integrating these information and exerting control over
decision and action (for reviews, see Heilbronner and Hayden, 2016;
Shackman et al., 2011). Since participants predicted that the co-players
were less likely to help in the ambiguous condition than in other conditions (Fig. 2E), when co-players did decide to help, the conﬂict between
this prediction and actual outcome might recruit the conﬂict-monitoring
process in dACC. In line with the ﬁnd-remind-and-bind theory (Algoe,
2012; Algoe et al., 2013, 2008; Algoe and Stanton, 2012), the enhanced
conﬂict-monitoring and memory processes in the Ambiguous condition
may reﬂect the function of gratitude in helping individuals to recognize
benefactors with greater kind intentions by monitoring the conﬂict between prediction and actual outcome.
The shared and differential neurocognitive substrates for evaluating
the benefactor’s altruistic decisions under risk and ambiguity were
further supported by evidence at the level of individual differences.
Although the difference in gratitude rating between Human_Ambiguous
and Human_Certain conditions was positively correlated with the differences in activations in both lOFC and dmPFC, the difference in gratitude rating between Human_Risky and Human_Certain conditions was
positively correlated with the difference in activation in lOFC, but not
dmPFC. Nevertheless, although permutation tests suggested that these
correlation results were not due to spurious associations (Belmonte and
Yurgelun-Todd, 2001; Camargo et al., 2008), these results did not survive
Bonferroni or FDRcorrections for multiple testing (to reduce type I errors). However, as stringent corrections such as Bonferroni or FDR
correction may also lead to enlarged type II errors (Nakagawa, 2004),
one better way to control for type I errors is to examine these results in
another, perhaps larger sample. Further studies along the line of the
current study are needed.

aversion in both risky and ambiguous situations when individuals make
decision under uncertainty (Christopoulos et al., 2009; Hsu et al., 2005;
Huettel et al., 2005; Levy, 2017; Tobler et al., 2006). The aINS is
implicated in signaling negative stimulation and is activated in studies
involving uncertainty (Gasquoine, 2014; Morriss et al., 2019; Shankman
et al., 2014; Singer et al., 2009). On one hand, the involvements of aINS
in situations where one faces uncertainty him/herself might reﬂect the
instinctive vigilance to potential negative outcomes (Sarinopoulos et al.,
2010; Seidel et al., 2015), which might cause fear and anxiety (Grupe and
Nitschke, 2013). For example, individuals exhibit greater skin conductance responses (reﬂecting emotional arousal) and aINS activity in
response to uncertain than to certain negative stimuli (Seidel et al., 2015;
Shankman et al., 2014; Tanovic et al., 2018). Patients with lesions in
insula show less aversion to uncertainty in the decision-making process
than healthy participants do (Weller et al., 2009). On the other hand,
aINS is also related to the processing of others’ emotional information. It
is considered to be an important part of the mirror neuron system (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2016) and is involved in the process of empathy
(Di Cesare et al., 2015; Singer et al., 2009), such as empathy for others’
pain (Akitsuki and Decety, 2009; Lamm et al., 2011).
These ﬁndings are consistent with our meta-analytical decoding results demonstrating that, when receiving other’s help, compared with
certain information for the benefactor, the general-uncertainty-related
processing was more closely associated with fear/anxiety-related processes. It is possible that, in the current study, even if the actual cost for
help was the same for the benefactor in each trial, the participants might
implicitly overestimate benefactor’s cost in uncertain situations and the
level of kind intention perceived from the help. This suggestion is
consistent with the simulation theory that individuals may infer others’
decision-making process according to their own interoceptive experiences (Gallese and Goldman, 1998; Ondobaka et al., 2017). Future
studies examining how individuals’ own attitudes towards uncertainty or
traits related to anxiety and fear processing might inﬂuence their evaluations of others’ decision-making under uncertainty will contribute to
the understanding of this possibility (Vives and FeldmanHall, 2018).
Notably, in the current study, we used negative outcomes (i.e., pain
stimulation) to render participants in need of help and elicit their feelings
of gratitude, which has been proven effective in previous studies on
gratitude (Yu et al., 2017, 2018). In this context, it is possible that the
observed anxiety and fear-related processes in uncertain conditions
might also stem from the aversive nature of the outcome rather than the
processing of uncertainty. However, in the current setup, participants
were informed explicitly that both the actual amounts of pain (i.e., the
actual outcome) for participants and the co-players were the same in all
Help conditions. Therefore, the observed increased anxiety and
fear-related processes in Risky and Ambiguous conditions than Certain
condition in Human context should primarily result from the uncertainty
of information known by the co-player. This setup to some extent ruled
out the possibility of confounding by aversive outcomes. Another related
possibility is that, the observed anxiety and fear-related processes in
uncertain conditions might be speciﬁc to contexts involving aversive
outcomes and cannot be assumed for contexts involving rewarding outcomes (e.g., in gift-giving contexts; Carmichael and MacLeod, 1997;
Sherry, Jr., 1983). Further studies are warranted to speciﬁcally address
this possibility.

4.4. Implications for future studies
Although in the current study we observed activations in brain regions
(i.e., lOFC, aINS, and dmPFC) that were previously implicated in the
processing of one’s own decision uncertainty (Blankenstein et al., 2018;
Hsu et al., 2005; Levy, 2017; Platt and Huettel, 2008), several points
concerning these activations need to be noted. On the one hand, in contrary to previous studies on one’s own economic preference revealing regions (e.g, striatum and posterior parietal cortex) that are more sensitive to
risk than ambiguity (Blankenstein et al., 2018; Hsu et al., 2005; Huettel
et al., 2006; Krain et al., 2006), we did not observed any regions that were
speciﬁcally involved in risk-sensitive processing, even applying a relatively
loose threshold. This indicates a potential difference between the neural
processing for risk undertaking by oneself and by others, although it is also
possible that there were risk-sensitive regions in observing others’ risk

4.3. Neurocognitive processes sensitive to benefactor’s altruistic decisions
under ambiguity
In the conjunction analysis, we found that dmPFC, extending to
dACC, was activated more in the ambiguous condition than in the Certain
or the Risky condition when the co-player decided to help, indicating the
involvement of these regions in ambiguity-sensitive processing. Previous
studies have emphasized the role of dmPFC in social interactions
(Adolphs, 2009), especially in mentalizing processes, such as inferring
others’ preference, belief and motivations (Corradi-Dell’Acqua et al.,
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were consistent with previous studies suggesting that females display
higher levels of social emotional responses and reciprocal behaviors that
focus on maintaining and managing personal relationships (Eagly and
Wood, 2015; Del Giudice, 2015). However, the gender difference was
beyond the scope of the current study and the current sample size was not
large enough to allow ﬁrm conclusions. Future studies with larger sample
size should be speciﬁcally designed to address gender differences in social affective processing.
To summarize, by combining an interactive game in social psychology
and concepts in economics, we examined how individuals perceive
others’ altruistic decisions under uncertainty for ones’ own beneﬁt. Our
approach not only helps us understand the link between the perception of
decision making in risky and ambiguous situations and the generation of
a social emotion, but also presents the avenues for investigating the effects of different uncertain contexts on other adaptive responses, such as
trust, cooperation or punishment, during social interactions.

decision making but they failed to survive the whole-brain threshold. On
the other hand, we compared the neural processing pattern for other’s risk
and ambiguity in the current study with the meta-analytical maps for these
terms in studies related to one’s own uncertainty. Weak spatial similarities
(near zero) were observed between the meta-analytical map of “ambiguous” term and the map of Human_Ambiguous > Human_Certain contrast,
between the meta-analytical map of “risky” term and the map of
Human_Risky > Human_Certain contrast, or between the meta-analytical
map of “uncertain” term with the map of any contrasts in Human conditions. One possible explanation is that, although some brain regions (i.e.,
lOFC, aINS, and dmPFC) are commonly observed for processing one’s own
and others’ decisions under uncertainty, the neural pattern for evaluating
others’ decisions under uncertainty might be different from the pattern
related to one’s own. However, given that the current study was not speciﬁcally designed to address theses questions, the differences in stimuli or
contexts might also contribute to the results, calling for future research.
Previous studies have consistently demonstrated interpersonal gratitude as a moral emotion, which functions to recognize moral behaviors
and motivate individuals to reciprocate these moral behaviors (Algoe
et al., 2008; Bartlett and DeSteno, 2006; DeSteno et al., 2010; McCullough
et al., 2001; Tsang, 2006; Yu et al., 2017). Therefore, in addition to
emotional response, reciprocal behavior is a constitutive part of gratitude
and is widely used as an indicator for the level of gratitude in previous
neuroimaging studies (Yu et al., 2017, 2018). As self-reporting gratitude
over the course of the task may explicitly give away the goal of the
research and make participants become more likely to display this emotion
due to social desirability (Larsen and Fredrickson, 1999; Nisbett and
Wilson, 1977), we used reciprocal behavior to measure the level of gratitude indirectly during scanning and used post-experiment ratings as the
direct index for gratitude (Yu et al., 2017, 2018). Although we provide
novel evidence demonstrating both shared and differential neurocognitive
bases underlying gratitude-related processes in risky and ambiguous
conditions, we could not dissociate and identify speciﬁc neural processes
for each related psychological component of gratitude, such as emotional
response, behavioral tendency and gratitude-related appraisals. Therefore,
it is an interesting and important empirical question as to whether these
commonalities and differences exist at the levels of appraisal, emotional
response or behavioral tendency. Firstly, future studies specially designed
to dissociate each psychological component are needed to address this
question. Secondly, future studies may apply non-invasive brain stimulation techniques (e.g., transcranial magnetic stimulation or transcranial
direct-current stimulation) to stimulate brain regions identiﬁed for processing benefactor’s altruistic decisions under risk and ambiguity in the
current study, and test causally whether beneﬁciary’s responses change at
appraisal, emotional, or behavioral level (Bell and DeWall, 2018; Di Nuzzo
et al., 2018; Lo Gerfo et al., 2019). Thirdly, the way of post-experiment
ratings was proven effective in previous studies on gratitude (Yu et al.,
2017, 2018). In line with this notion, the consistent patterns and the
positive correlation between gratitude ratings and reciprocal behaviors
indicated the validity of post-experiment ratings in reﬂecting responses
during scanning. Despite this, post-experiment ratings may suffer from
participants’ inability in introspection and memory (Larsen and Fredrickson, 1999; Nisbett and Wilson, 1977). In fact, lack of direct, nonintrusive measurement of emotions is a general limitation for studies on
gratitude and other social emotions, as no effective and predictive physical
(e.g., facial expressions) or physiological (e.g., skin conductance responses) measures have been established to monitor the variations of
complex social emotional responses. This calls for the reﬁnement and
development of techniques in future studies.
Previous studies have revealed gender differences in social behaviors
(for reviews, see Del Giudice, 2015; Eagly and Wood, 1991; Wood and
Eagly, 2012). Although no gender difference was found for behavioral
and neural results in the fMRI experiment, after combining the data of all
the experiments, we found that compared with males, females’ reciprocity, gratitude and the perception of kind intention behind help were
more strongly modulated by Agent and Uncertainty level. These results
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